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Abstract During recent years, swarm-based Peer-to-Peer streaming (SPS) mechanisms have become increasingly popular for scalable delivery of live streams over
the Internet. The performance of SPS mechanisms depends on the overall effect of
several factors including the connectivity of the overlay, the details of packet scheduling scheme and environment settings (e.g., peer and source bandwidth). Prior studies
often presented overall performance of their proposed techniques in terms of delivered quality to all peers at a particular setting without demonstrating their inherent
performance bottlenecks. Therefore, it it difficult to determine whether and how the
reported performance of a SPS mechanism might change as a function of available
resources or the connectivity of the overlay.
In this paper, we present a simple yet effective methodology for performance
evaluation of SPS mechanisms. Our methodology leverages an organized view of an
overlay coupled with a two-phase notion of content delivery in SPS mechanisms to
derive a set of metrics that collectively capture the behavior of each phase of content delivery. Therefore, the collection of our metrics can be viewed as the ”signature
of content delivery” of a given SPS mechanism. We also present the signature of a
well-performing SPS mechanism that can be used as a reference for assessment of
other mechanisms. To demonstrate the ability of our proposed evaluation methodology in identifying performance bottlenecks of SPS mechanisms and their underlying
causes, we conduct two case studies: (i) assessing the performance of a set of candidate packet scheduling schemes, and (ii) examining the effect of overlay localization
on the performance of SPS mechanisms. In addition to illustrating the use of our
methodology through examples, our case studies shed an insightful light on the performance bottlenecks in our target scenarios.
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1 Introduction
Swarm-based Peer-to-Peer streaming (SPS) mechanisms offer a promising approach
for scalable streaming of live content over the Internet. In SPS mechanisms, participating peers typically form a randomly connected overlay over which they incorporate swarming (i.e., pull-based) content delivery. The key component of swarming content delivery is a packet scheduling scheme at individual peers that determines which subset of packets should be pulled from each one of neighbors. A
well-designed packet scheduling scheme enables participating peers to effectively
contribute their resources (i.e., outgoing bandwidth) which in turn improves the utilization of available resources among peers and leads to a better scaling property
compared to the traditional tree-based approaches to Peer-to-Peer streaming of live
content [1, 4, 7, 8, 24].
The performance of any SPS mechanism is often assessed by the quality of delivered stream to individual peers that depends on the combined effect of the following
three factors: (i) details of the packet scheduling scheme, (ii) connectivity structure
of the overlay, and (iii) environment settings such as available resources (source and
peer bandwidth), heterogeneity of bandwidth among peers, and the dynamics of peer
participation (i.e., churn). More importantly, one of these factors may compensate or
cancel the effect of others on the overall performance of a SPS mechanism. For example, a poorly designed packet scheduling scheme may exhibit good performance
if plenty of excess resources are available in the system [23]. Given the subtle effect
of these factors on the overall performance, dissecting the behavior of swarming content delivery in order to identify the underlying performance bottleneck(s) is rather
challenging and requires a deep understanding of SPS mechanisms.
A majority of prior studies on SPS mechanisms during the past decade have primarily focused on delivered quality to participating peers to evaluate the overall performance (e.g., [13, 20, 22, 25]). However, to our knowledge, these studies have not
examined the underlying factors that may limit the observed performance of their
proposed mechanisms. On the other hand, theoretical analysis of content delivery in
SPS mechanism (e.g., [1, 23]) present performance limits for some SPS mechanism
but do not usually incorporate the dynamics of peer participation or bandwidth heterogeneity and their potential impacts on performance in practice. In the absence of
a clear evaluation methodology, it is difficult to properly identify the inherent performance bottlenecks of a given SPS mechanisms in order to conduct a meaningful
comparison among different mechanisms or improve their performance.
This paper presents a new approach for detailed performance evaluation of SPS
mechanisms. Toward this end, we makes the following two contributions: First, we
present a new evaluation methodology to clearly assess the performance of a given
SPS mechanism and identify its main performance bottleneck(s). Our methodology
builds on the following important concepts that we presented in our earlier study on
the design of SPS mechanisms for live video [7]: (i) the notion of organized view
of a randomly connected overlay that facilitates the analysis of content delivery, and
(ii) the two-phase pattern of content delivery that consists of a diffusion and swarming phase over the organized view of an overlay. These two concepts motivate a set
of metrics for our methodology to effectively capture the behavior content delivery
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during the diffusion and swarming phases. Furthermore, the collection of these metrics for a given SPS mechanism can be viewed as its ”signature”. We also infer the
signature of a well-performing SPS mechanism that can be used as a reference for
assessing the behavior of a new mechanism.
Second, we conduct two case studies to demonstrate the ability of our proposed
methodology in identifying performance bottlenecks of SPS mechanismsas follows:
(i) we dissect the performance of a collection of candidate scheduling schemes that
represent its main design spectrum in both resource-constrained and resource-rich
settings. We show the inherent performance bottlenecks of the scheduling schemes
that do not explicitly prioritize newly generated packets. We further demonstrate that
by adding the sufficient amount of excess peer and source bandwidth, any poorlydesigned scheduling scheme may exhibit good performance. (ii) we evaluate the effect of overlay localization on the overall performance of a well-designed packet
scheduling scheme. Our findings illustrate that localizing the overlay connectivity
beyond a certain level significantly degrades the performance of a SPS mechanism.
These case studies not only demonstrate the ability of our methodology to dissect
the behavior of SPS mechanism in action but they also shed an insightful light on the
dynamics of content delivery and its fundamental limitations in our target scenarios.
We believe that our proposed methodology offers a simple yet powerful approach to
meaningfully evaluate and compare different SPS mechanisms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide the required background for the rest of the paper by presenting the main components of
SPS mechanisms, the organized view of an overlay and an overview of the two-phase
content delivery in SPS mechanisms. Section 3 presents our evaluation methodology which includes our key metrics, the signature of a well-behaved content delivery
mechanisms and our simulation settings. We present our first case study in Section 4
by examining a group of candidate scheduling schemes and leveraging our methodology to evaluate their performance over a randomly connected and dynamic overlay in
both resource-constrained and resource-rich settings. Section 5 describes our second
case study where we evaluate the performance of a SPS mechanism over localized
overlays for ISP-friendly content delivery using our methodology. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.
2 Swarm-based P2P Streaming: An Overview
In this section, we present the main components of SPS mechanisms, their main
design parameters and basic dynamics of swarming content delivery for live video
that collectively serve as the required background for our study. Any SPS mechanism
consists of the following two basic components: Overlay Construction and Content
Delivery. We will briefly describe each component and elaborate their design choices.
2.1 Overlay Construction
In SPS mechanisms, participating peers maintain a randomly connected overlay (i.e.,
random overlay). The connection between each pair of peers could be directed or
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undirected (i.e., content can be delivered in one or both directions). To consider
a general case, we assume that peers form a directed overlay where there exists a
parent-child relationship between connected peers. Peers learn about a subset of participating peers through a central or distributed peer discovery mechanism. The target
number of parents and children that each peer tries to maintain is proportional to its
incoming and outgoing access link bandwidth, respectively. All connections are congestion controlled using RAP [17] or TFRC [3]. Therefore, maintaining a similar
bandwidth-degree ratio ensures that all connections have roughly the same average
bandwidth and thus minimizes the possibility of bandwidth bottleneck on the access
links [7, 9, 12].

2.2 Content Delivery
Participating peers perform swarming content delivery over the constructed overlay.
Toward this end, each peer progressively reports its available packets to its children. Knowing all the available packets among its parents, each peer implements
a packet scheduling scheme that periodically (once per ∆ seconds) determines a subset of packets that should be requested (i.e., pulled) from each parent. The collective
behavior of packet scheduling scheme across all participating peers determines the
global pattern of delivery for individual packets from source to all participating peers
through the overlay [7].
We assume that the content is coded using Multiple Description Coding (MDC)
and all descriptions have a similar constant rate. While MDC encoding is not a requirement for SPS mechanism, it accommodates the heterogeneity of access link
bandwidth among peers as the number of delivered descriptions to individual peers
is proportional to their incoming access link bandwidth [4, 7]. In the context of live
P2P streaming applications, source progressively generates new segment of content
once every ∆ seconds. A segment consists of a collection of packets with consecutive timestamps (tsrc − ∆, tsrc ) across all descriptions where tsrc denotes source’s
playout time. All peers maintain a loosely synchronized playout time (tp ) that is ω
seconds behind the playout time of live source (tsrc − ω = tp ). This implies that
each peer requires to maintain at least ω seconds worth of buffering to accommodate
out-of-order delivery of packets that are required for swarming. Maintaining a close
playout time maximizes the overlap across buffered packets among all peers which
in turn accommodates swarming content delivery. Figure 1 depicts a snapshot of ω
second buffer at individual peers for a stream with five descriptions. We divide the
buffer into smaller sub-window of ∆ seconds. Each ∆ seconds, the playout time (tp )
progresses by ∆ seconds (i.e., peers play ∆ seconds worth of packets) and individual
peers slide their buffer forward by ∆ seconds. Therefore, the first sub-window (tp ,
tp +∆) consists of packets that are being played in the current interval. The second
sub-window (tp +∆, tp +2*∆) is called playing region and consists of packets that are
played during the next interval. Finally, the last sub-window (tlast ,tnew ) consists of
packets that have become available among parents since their last report but have not
been requested yet. We refer to this sub-window as new region. The area in the buffer
between the playing and new regions consists of packets that can be used for swarm-
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Fig. 1 A snapshot of peer buffer with different regions, assuming a MDC stream with five descriptions

Parameter
tp
tsrc
tlast
tnew
ω
∆

Description
Peer’s playout time.
Source’s playout time.
Largest available timestamp in the peer.
Largest reported timestamp by parents.
Total duration of buffer at each peer.
Period of scheduling events.

Table 1 Description of parameters in Figure 1

.

ing. We refer to this area as swarming region. Table 1 summarizes all the parameters
in Figure 1. For further details on design issues, trade-off and parameters related to
SPS mechanisms, we refer interested readers to our earlier work [7].

2.3 Global Pattern of Delivery
The performance of a SPS mechanism (i.e., delivered quality to individual peers)
clearly depends on three different parameters: the connectivity structure of the overlay, the scheduling scheme, and resource availability, namely source and peer bandwidth. It is essential to determine whether and how each one of these factors may affect the overall performance of a SPS mechanism. However, this is a challenging goal
as these parameters may cancel each other’s impact. For example, some scheduling
schemes clearly exhibit poor performance in a resource-constrained setting but increasing resource could dramatically improve their performance [16, 23]. To identify
the separate impact of these key parameters on the performance of SPS mechanisms,
a clear understanding of the global pattern of delivery for individual packets and its relationship with overlay connectivity and scheduling schemes is essential. To achieve
this goal, we leverage two concepts that we developed in our earlier study [7]: (i) an
organized view of a directed overlay, and (ii) the two-phase pattern of content delivery that maximizes the delivered quality to individual peers. This will motivate our
evaluation metrics and our methodology to dissect the behavior of swarming content
delivery that we present next.
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Fig. 2 Organized view of a random mesh

Organized View of an Overlay: In a directed and randomly connected overlay, peers
can be organized into levels based on their shortest distance (in hops) from source
through the overlay. Figure 2 shows an organized view of an overlay with 17 peers
in three levels. For example, in Figure 2 peers 1-3 are in level one, peers 4-9 are
in level two and the rest of the peers are in the third level. Typically, a peer with
degree d in level i has one parent in level (i − 1) that we call diffusion parent, and
d − 1 parents in the same or lower levels that we call swarming parents. In Figure 2,
any connection from a diffusion parent (called diffusion connection) is shown with
a straight arrow whereas any connection from a swarming parent (called swarming
connection) is shown with a curvy arrow. For example, peer 12 in Figure 2 has peer
5 as its diffusion parent and peers 13 and 17 as its swarming parents.
Two-Phase Content Delivery: Given the live nature of source in SPS mechanisms,
there is only a limited window (ω seconds) worth of packets for swarming among
peers. For effective swarming content delivery, it is essential to utilize outgoing bandwidth of all participating peers which in turn requires each peer to have sufficient
amount of packets that are needed by its child peers. This observation motivates the
following two-phase pattern of delivery for each packet that maximizes the performance of swarming content delivery.
– (i) Diffusion Phase: In this phase, each newly generated packet should be aggressively duplicated as it is pulled away from the source until it reaches the peers at
the the bottom level. The main feature of this phase is that the timestamp of pulled
packets from the diffusion parent in each period is larger than all the previously
pulled packets. Without loss of generality, we assume that source only has sufficient bandwidth to deliver a single copy of each packet to a peer in level 1. For
example, when a new packet is pulled by peer 1 (in Figure 2), it is pulled by peers
4 and 5 in the next interval, and then pulled by their child peers, namely peer 10,
11 and 12 in the following interval. Such a collection of peers that are rooted at a
peer in level one and receive the same collection of packets during the diffusion
phase is called a diffusion subtree. Figure 2 marks three diffusion subtrees associated with the three peers in level one. The number of intervals for the diffusion
of each packet is equal to the depth of the overlay. A collection of packets that are
delivered through a diffusion subtree can be viewed as a sub-stream.
– (ii) Swarming Phase: At the end of a diffusion phase of a packet, that packet is
available among all peers at the bottom of the corresponding diffusion subtree.
During the swarming phase, each peer pulls the substreams associated with other
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diffusion subtrees from its swarming parents. A peer with degree d usually has
d−1 swarming parents. If swarming parents of a peer are located on distinct diffusion subtrees (e.g., peer 12 in Figure 2), then it can receive other substreams in one
interval, i.e., swarming phase takes only one intervals. However, on a randomly
connected overlay, some peers are likely to have more than one swarming parent
on each diffusion subtree. Using both modeling [24] and simulation [7], previous studies demonstrated that over a randomly connected overlay, the maximum
number of swarming intervals is three. Since the buffer size should accommodate
worst case scenario, the smallest buffer size for each peer in a SPS mechanism
with live content is (depth + 3) ∗ ∆ where depth denotes the number of levels
in the overlay. Note that the overlay depth and thus buffer size is a logarithmic
function of peer population (i.e., depth = logd−1 (pop) where d and pop denotes
peer in-degree and peer population [7]. SPS mechanisms can operate with a larger
buffer size but it leads to a larger gap between source’s and peer’s playout time.

The organized view of the overlay simplifies the distinction between connections
that are used for diffusion vs swarming phases. Any connection between a peer in
level i and level i+1 is used for diffusion (straight arrows in Figure 2) whereas the rest
of connections are used for swarming. The two-phase pattern for delivery leads to the
most efficient content delivery for SPS mechanisms. As we showed in our previous
study [7], the shortest path scheduling scheme leads to the above global pattern of
content delivery. Shortest path scheduling is essentially the same as most-recent-first
packet scheduling that is known under different names in literature [1, 24, 25]. One
way to implement the shortest path scheduling scheme is to include a hop count in
each packet that captures the number of peers (hops) that the packet has visited. Then,
each peer pulls packets with the smallest hop count from each one of its parents.
Visible Horizon: The notion of two-phase content delivery has a clear implication
on the range of timestamps for available packets among parents of peers in each
level (or visible horizon). The main limitation in the visible horizon for peers at each
level is the largest timestamp (i.e., most recent packets) that they observe among
their diffusion parent(s). Peers in level 1 are directly connected to the source and thus
learn about the availability of new packets at most ∆ seconds after their generation.
Therefore, peers in level 1 can observe all packets in all depth+3 sub-windows across
the buffer state. Peers in level 2 learn about the availability of the most recent packets
roughly one interval after these packets are pulled by peers in level 1. Therefore,
peers in level 2 only observe packets in the left depth+2 sub-windows of their parent.
Applying the same reasoning, we can infer that peers in level l (l ≤ depth) of the
overlay only observe packets in the left depth+3-(l-1) sub-windows of their parents’
buffer. Therefore, if peers have the minimum buffer size, peers at the bottom level
of an overlay observe available packets only in the left four sub-windows of their
parents’ buffers. We leverage this key insight to infer the packet availability for peers
at each level of the overlay in the next section.
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3 Evaluation Methodology
The global pattern of content delivery reveals the main performance bottlenecks of a
given SPS mechanism. An effective evaluation methodology should adequately capture and examine the pattern of content delivery. Toward this end, we leverage the
notion of two-phase content delivery over the organized view of the overlay and devise a set of metrics to capture the behavior of diffusion and swarming phases of
content delivery as follows:
– Diffusion Rate of level i presents the rate of arrival of new packets to all peers
in level i. We consider the average diffusion rate over a sufficiently long time
(several windows) to eliminate short-term variations due to congestion controlled
connections.
– Diffusion Time of a packet to level i is the time that elapses from its generation
at source until the first copy of this packet arrives at a peer in level i. Diffusion
time of packets to a level shows the variations in the delivery time of individual
packets that are not captured by the diffusion rate. The diffusion time of level i is
presented as a distribution across all delivered packets to this level. We measure
the diffusion time in terms of the number of intervals (∆) for easy comparison
with periodic pulling of packets between peers.
– Packet Availability illustrates how effectively swarming can be performed during
the swarming phase. Packet availability for peer p represents all the available
unique packets among p’s (diffusion and swarming) parents. We determine the
percentage of available packets in each sub-window of the buffer (as shown in
Figure 1) among all parents of individual peers. Then, we average the packet
availability in each sub-window across parents of all peers in level i to determine
the packet availability for a peer in level i.
3.1 Signature of Content Delivery
The collection of diffusion rate, diffusion times and packet availability for different
levels of an overlay can be viewed as a ”signature” of a content delivery mechanism. In this subsection, we derive the signature of a well-performing content delivery mechanism by deriving the value of all of the metrics as follows:
• Dif f usionRate(i) = Stream Rate: The diffusion rate to all levels of the overlay
must be equal (or very close) to stream bandwidth. This condition ensures that peers
in all levels continuously receive new packets which in turn accommodates effective
swarming.
• Dif f usionT ime(i) ≈ i*∆: Given the mis-alignment of packet generation time
and pulling intervals, a new packet can be pulled to level 1 within one interval (∆)
after its generation time. Delivery of each packet to each lower level requires at least
an additional interval. Therefore, the diffusion time of a packet to level i should take
around i intervals. This implies that the minimum required intervals for diffusion
of a packet to all levels is depth intervals.
• Diagonal Packet Availability Across Sub-windows: We can derive the packet availability in each sub-window of the buffer for peers in level 1 using the notion of
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visible horizon that we presented in Section 2. To clearly illustrate our point, we
consider an example overlay with 4 levels (depth=4) where individual peers and
source have out-degree (and in-degree) of 4 (d=4). Typically, a peer has one diffusion parent and d − 1 swarming parents that are often located at the bottom level.
Furthermore, the amount of unique packets that are available through each diffusion
sub-tree (i.e., a substream) is equal to 25% of all the packets in each sub-window.
We can derive the amount of unique available packets in each sub-window of the
buffer among parents of individual peers in level 4 (the bottom level) based on
the following observations: First, the visible horizon for each peer in level 4 is the
four left sub-windows Each peer can observe 25% of all the packets in these four
sub-windows from its diffusion parent (i.e., the sub-stream associated with that diffusion sub-tree). Second, the available packets among the swarming parents depend
on their levels in the overlay and the diffusion sub-trees where they are located. We
assume that a typical swarming parent is located at the bottom level and consider
two scenarios: (i) If all swarming parents are located on distinct diffusion sub-trees,
they can provide the other three sub-streams with one interval delay. Therefore, in
this best case, the peer can observe all the remaining packets in the first three subwindows as shown with the dotted line in the top plot of Figure 3.1. (ii) If swarming parents are not on different diffusion subtrees, the packet availability across
the first three sub-windows linearly decreases since packets in earlier sub-windows
have more time to be pulled. This worst case scenario is shown with the solid line
in the top plot of Figure 3.1. Finally, since different peers slide their windows in
a synchronized fashion, some of the remaining packets in the fourth window may
also be available among swarming parents. In practice, the average packet availability is some where between the above two cases. To extend the above discussion to
derive packet availability among peers in higher levels, we note that the availability among swarming parents for all levels is similar, and the main difference is the
visible horizon that increases for peers in higher level. For example, the visible horizon for peers in level 3 and level 2 are five and six left sub-windows, respectively.
Therefore, as shown in the corresponding plots in Figure 3.1, the main difference
between packet availability for level four compared to level 3 and 2 is the longer
visible horizon for these levels which leads to the availability of 25% of packets
in the 5th and 6th sub-windows, respectively. Note that the packet availability for
level 1 peers is 100% across all sub-windows since they are directly connected to
the source which has all the packets.

3.2 Evaluation Plan
We use packet level simulations to demonstrate how our proposed methodology and
metrics reveal the performance bottlenecks of a SPS mechanism. Toward this end,
we consider two case studies: (i) evaluating the performance of a set of candidate
scheduling schemes (as we describe in Section 4.1), and (ii) examining the effect
of localizing overlap connectivity on the performance of SPS mechanisms. Clearly,
these exercises shed an insightful light on the behavior of these mechanisms as well.
Next, we present our basic simulation setup and our candidate scheduling schemes.
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Fig. 3 The inferred best and worst case packet availability with a high-performing scheduling scheme for
peers at the bottom 3 levels of the overlay with four levels assuming peers with in- and out-degree of four.

Simulation Setup: Before we present our simulation-based evaluation in the next
two sections, we briefly describe our basic setting across our simulations. We use
ns2 packet-level simulator as it captures packet level dynamics, delay and loss that
are essential for the meaningful evaluation of swarming content delivery. In our simulations, physical topology is generated by Brite topology generator [11] with 15 ASes
and 10 routers per AS using the top-down mode. Delay on each access link is randomly selected between [5ms, 25ms]. Core links have high bandwidth in the range
of 4 to 10 Gbps to ensure that congestion occurs at the edge. This in turn avoids any
subtle effect of major congestion in the core.
The stream is MDC encoded and has 6 descriptions with the same constant bit rate
of 160 Kbps per description. Overlay consists of 500 peers with symmetric access
link bandwidth. In our simulations peers may have access link bandwidth of 480
Kbps (3 descriptions) or 960 Kbps (6 descriptions) and maintain 6 or 12 parents (and
the same number of child peers), respectively. Source bandwidth is set to 1 Mbps
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which is the minimum value for delivery of a full-quality stream to peers in level 1.
All overlay connections are congestion controlled using RAP [17]. To incorporate a
realistic model for churn among participating peers, we select peer session times from
a log-normal distribution (µ=4.29 and σ=1.28) and peer inter-arrival times from a
Pareto distribution (a=2.52 and b=1.55) as reported by empirical studies [18, 19].
The duration of each interval or sub-window (∆) is set to 6 seconds and the buffer
size at each peer is set to its minimum value (ω=(depth+3)*∆) where depth denotes
depth of an overlay in each setting.

4 Case Study 1: Evaluating Candidate Packet Scheduling Schemes
In this section, we present a set of candidate scheduling schemes and then examine
their performance over a dynamic overlay in resource-constrained and resource-rich
scenarios as our first case study.

4.1 Candidate Scheduling Schemes
Many scheduling schemes have been proposed by prior studies on SPS mechanisms
that have some similar components. Rather than evaluating a few previously-proposed
schemes, we describe a set of candidate scheduling schemes that represent the entire
design spectrum. This in turn allows us to compare and contrast these schemes in a
more structured manner which is more insightful and better illustrates the value of
our proposed methodology. The packet scheduling scheme at each peer determines
an ordered list of specific missing packets that are requested (pulled) from each parent peer. The key design tradeoff for such a scheme is the relative priority between
packets with smaller timestamps to ensure their in-time delivery before their playout
time or packets with the largest timestamps to increase the diversity of new packets
for effective swarming [7]. As we showed in Figure 1, packets across a peer’s buffer
can be divided into three regions based on their timestamp. Therefore, in practice, the
above design tradeoff can be translated into two basic design choices for a scheduling
scheme: (i) the relative priority of missing packets in different regions, and (ii) the
strategy (either random or rarest-first) to select a subset of missing packets from a
region. These two basic dimensions of the design space motivate the following candidate scheduling schemes:
• Rare or Rand: These schemes consider all the missing packets across the entire
buffer (tp +∆,tnew ) and use the rarest-first (e.g., [24], [14]) or random (e.g., [2],
[13]) strategy for selecting requested packets, respectively. By considering the entire window, these schemes implicitly diversify requested packets. They also implicitly address in-time delivery of packets since packets with smaller timestamps
get more opportunity to be selected.
• PRare or PRand: These schemes explicitly address the timing requirement (e.g.,
[22]) by first requesting all the missing packets in the playing region, and then
using the remaining packet budget to select rare/random packets from the rest of
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the window [tp +2 ∗ ∆, tnew ]. We collectively refer to these two technique using P*
notation.
• NRare or NRand: These schemes explicitly address the diversity of requested packets by first requesting all available packets from the new region and then using the
remaining budget to request a rare/random subset of missing packets from the rest
of the window [tp +∆,tlast ]. We collectively refer to these two techniques using N*
notation.
• NPRare or NPRand: These are hybrid schemes [1, 7] that first request the available
packets from the new region, then the missing packets from the playing region, and
finally use any remaining budget to request a rare/random subset of packets from
the swarming region 1 . We collectively refer to these two techniques and NRare and
NRand using N* notation.

4.2 Resource-Constrained Scenario
We first consider the candidate scheduling schemes in a resource constrained scenario
where source and peers do not have any excess bandwidth. Figure 4(a) shows the CDF
of the delivered quality (as a percentage of maximum quality) to individual peers.
This figure reveals that mean delivered quality by N* schemes is more than 94%
but it drops down to 45% and 35% for Rare/Rand and P* schemes, respectively. To
identify the underlying causes for this gap in the observed performance, Figure 4(b)
depicts the diffusion rate for the top three levels of the overlay with different schemes.
We can observe that all the N* schemes achieve a high diffusion rate across all levels
of the overlay. However, in other four schemes, the diffusion rate drops as we go
to lower levels of the overlay. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) present the CDF of diffusion
time (in terms of ∆) across all delivered packets to level 1 and level 2 for different
schemes, respectively. The distribution of diffusion time for other levels follow a
similar pattern and thus they are not shown. Interestingly, these figures illustrate that
all the N* schemes achieve the minimum diffusion time for the majority of packets
to each level. The minimum diffusion time for delivery of new packets to the bottom
level in N* schemes provides a longer window for the peers at the bottom level to
effectively swarm these packets which in turn leads to a higher delivered quality to
all participating peers.
The diffusion time for both Rare and Rand schemes that purely swarm the packets
(in Figures 4(c) and 4(d)) exhibits a uniform distribution across the entire window (all
seven intervals) that is rather similar across different levels. This indicates that in Rare
and Rand schemes new packets arrive at each level in a random order, i.e., the new
packets are not adequately prioritized for pulling. While all packets arrive at level 1
within 7 intervals (or ω), 10% of packets that arrive during the last interval are late
and can not be requested by peers in the lower level. This in turn reduces the diffusion
rate to lower levels by an extra 10% as shown in Figure 4(b). In summary, the late
arrival of new packets to the top level has a ripple effect on the diffusion rate of other
1 The other possible hybrid schemes that give higher priority to playing region (i.e., PNRand and PNRare) have a performance similar to PRare and PRand and therefore are not considered.
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Fig. 4 Different aspects of performance for different packet scheduling schemes in a resource-constrained
setting

levels. Moreover, the diffusion time for only a portion of the delivered packets to
the bottom level is short which leaves sufficient time for swarming the packets. This
results in a low delivered quality as shown in Figure 4(a).
The P* schemes perform slightly worse than Rare/Rand schemes. As shown
in Figure 4(c), in P* schemes roughly 20% of packets arrive at the top-level after
six intervals which in turn reduces the diffusion rate to the lower level and results in
lower delivered quality to all peers. Closer examination of P* schemes reveals that
peers in the top level pull a fraction of their required packets in the playing region
from source. These packets are pulled from source around six intervals after their
generation time and thus can not be delivered to lower levels, resulting in drop in the
diffusion rate of lower levels.
Packet Availability: We now examine the packet availability at each level of the
overlay for the candidate scheduling schemes. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) depict the average packet availability across sub-windows of the buffer for peers in level 2 and level
3, respectively. These figures show that only the packet availability for N* schemes is
aligned with the signature of well-behaved content delivery (in terms of visible horizon and diagonal availability across sub-windows) that we presented in Section 3. In
100
particular, peers in level 2 observe deg
(or 8.3%) of packets among their diffusion
parents in sub-window 6 whereas peers in level 3 observe this amount in sub-window
5. This can be easily attributed to the high diffusion rate and low diffusion time for
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N* schemes. Note that for peers in level 3 (Figure 5(b)), the packet availability in
sub-window 5 reaches around 24% which is higher than the expected value of 100
deg or
8.3%. Our examination revealed that in our simulations a non-negligible fraction of
level 3 peers have multiple diffusion parents in level 2 which causes the higher average packet availability in the last sub-window than our model. N* schemes clearly
exhibit a significantly higher packet availability than other schemes especially in left
sub-windows for peers at different levels. Rare/Rand schemes lead to a slightly better packet availability than P* schemes. The insufficient diffusion rate coupled with
longer diffusion time for P* and Rare/Rand schemes result in a much smaller slope
of increase in packet availability across different sub-window among swarming parents for most peers in the overlay.
4.3 Resource-Rich Scenarios
We now turn our attention to resource-rich scenarios and demonstrate the ability of
our evaluation metrics to explain the effect of excess resources, namely extra source
and peer bandwidth, on the performance of SPS mechanisms. We only discuss Rare
scheduling scheme that performed poorly in the resource-constrained scenario. Rand
exhibits a very similar behavior. We consider heterogeneous peers where half of the
peers have 960 Kbps and the other half have 460 Kbps symmetric access link bandwidth. All other parameters are set to their default values.
Effect of Excess Source Bandwidth: We increase source bandwidth and adjust its
out degree (i.e., number of peers in level 1) accordingly. Peers do not have any excess
bandwidth in this scenario and thus we refer to as minimal peer bandwidth or MPBW.
The lower line in Figure 6(a) (labeled as MPBW) depicts the 5th percentile of delivered quality to all peers as a function of the extra source bandwidth for Rare scheduling scheme. This figure reveals that increasing source bandwidth linearly improves
the 5th percentile of delivered quality to individual peers. However, even doubling
source bandwidth (i.e., 100% extra source bandwidth) does not lead to the delivery of
full quality stream to all peers. To understand the behavior of Rare scheduling scheme
in this scenario, we examine the diffusion rate and time. Figures 6(b) and 6(c) (only
lines labeled Level*) depict the diffusion rate and 90th percentile of diffusion time
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packet scheduling schemes
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across peers in the top 3 levels as a function of extra source bandwidth. Figure 6(b)
illustrates that the average diffusion rate to level 2 and 3 rapidly increases with extra
source bandwidth until it is saturated around 720 Kbps which is less than the stream
bandwidth. Figure 6(c) reveals that increasing source bandwidth monotonically decreases the diffusion time of packets to level 1 which propagates to other levels and
decreases their diffusion time as well. However, the diffusion time to all levels even
after doubling source bandwidth is still clearly longer than the corresponding diffusion time for N* schemes. For example, with 60% extra source bandwidth, the 90th
percentile diffusion time to level 1 and level 2 peers is 3.5 and 4 intervals whereas
with N* schemes it is 1.7 and 2.7 intervals (as shown in Figures 4(c) and 4(d)), respectively In short, with Rare scheme packets become available at each level more
than one interval late even with 60% extra source bandwidth. This longer diffusion
time limits the window of time for swarming packets and limits the delivered quality
despite the major increase in source bandwidth.
Figure 7(a) depicts the packet availability for peers at level 2 as a function of
extra source bandwidth. This figure shows that increasing source bandwidth improves
packet availability in the left sub-windows and it becomes more similar to the packet
availability for N* schemes. However, we can clearly observe that even with 100%
extra source bandwidth, packet availability for Rare scheme has roughly one interval
shorter visible horizon. For example, only the first sub-window (instead of the first
two sub-window for N* scheme) has 100% packet availability, and the visible horizon
is 5 intervals (instead of 6 for N* schemes). More specifically, despite the addition of
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Fig. 7 Packet availability at level 2 as a function of excess source bandwidth with and without excess peer
bandwidth for Rare scheduling scheme

excess bandwidth, packets are not pulled to level 1 sufficiently early since the Rare
strategy does not properly prioritized newly generated packets to ensure sufficiently
high diffusion rate and low diffusion time as we showed in Figure 6(c).
Effect of Excess Peer Bandwidth: To investigate the effect of excess peer bandwidth, we double the access link bandwidth of all peers while keeping the source
bandwidth at its minimum value of 1 Mbps. Interestingly, doubling peer bandwidth
does not have a measurable effect on the diffusion rate, diffusion time or packet availability of all levels. To explain this rather surprising result, we recall that having excess peer bandwidth increases the aggregate bandwidth between levels that is already
abundant. But these excess resources do increase the bandwidth from source to level
1. The main performance bottleneck is the inability of the Rare scheduling scheme
to generate sufficiently high diffusion rate and low diffusion time to level 1 which is
not affected by the excess peer bandwidth.
Combined Effect of Excess Source and Peer Bandwidth: In this scenario, we double the bandwidth of all peers and gradually increase extra source bandwidth. The
line labeled HPBW in Figure 6(a) depicts the 5th percentile of delivered quality as a
function of the extra source bandwidth where all peers have 100% excess bandwidth.
Comparing HPBW and MPBW lines in Figure 6(a) demonstrates the effect of excess
peer bandwidth for each particular amount of extra source bandwidth. We observe
that the combined effect of these excess resources indeed improves the delivered
quality. In fact, Figure 6(a) shows that doubling peer bandwidth coupled with 80%
extra source bandwidth maximizes the delivered quality for the majority of peers.
Figure 6(b) presents the evolution of diffusion rate to different levels as source bandwidth increases for both MPBW and HPBW scenarios since excess peer bandwidth
does not have any effect on the diffusion rate. The shaded bars in Figure 6(c) present
the 90th percentile of packet diffusion time at each level for the HPBW scenario as a
function of extra source bandwidth on top of the corresponding bars for the MPBW
scenario. This figure reveals that the excess peer bandwidth causes a larger drop in
the diffusion time to all levels as we increase source bandwidth. Figure 7(b) provides
a complementary view by showing the average packet availability for peers in level
2 in the HPBW scenario as a function of source bandwidth. This figure clearly il-
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lustrates that doubling source and peer bandwidth expands the visible horizon and
improves the overall packet availability at level 2 which looks very similar to N*
schemes (shown in Figure 5(a)). The observed improvement in the performance of
content delivery as a result of excess resources can be explained as follows: Excess
source bandwidth improves the diffusion rate to level 1 and thus overall packet availability at level 1 despite the stated weaknesses of the Rare scheduling scheme. Larger
peer bandwidth increases the bandwidth between different levels and decreases the
diffusion time at lower level which in turn leaves more time for swarming. With a
sufficient amount of excess resources, the combined effect of these two factors can
sufficiently drop the diffusion time at all levels to the point that accommodates effective swarming and thus good delivered quality. The results of our examinations on
other scheduling schemes are available on the related technical report [5].
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Fig. 8 Effect of overlay localization on the performance of Rare packet scheduling

5 Case Study 2: Examining the Effect of Overlay Localization
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in the localization of overlay connectivity within each edge ISP in order to limit the amount of costly inter-ISP traffic [10, 15, 21]. The basic idea is to enable peers within each ISP to connect to each
other in order to reduce the number of (incoming and outgoing) inter-ISP connections
and thus the associated traffic. Given the popularity of this approach, we examine the
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effect of overlay localization on the performance of SPS mechanism as our second
case study to demonstrate the capabilities of our evaluation methodology and provide useful insight about this approach. Toward this end, we simulate an overlay with
500 peers in a resource-constrained setting where half of peers are high bandwidth.
We only focus on the delivered quality to high bandwidth peers since low bandwidth
ones have more flexibility to obtain their target quality [7]. In this case study, we
only consider one of the best performing packet scheduling scheme over a randomly
connected overlay (namely NPRare ) so that we can associate any change in the performance to the connectivity of overlay structure rather than the shortcomings of the
scheduling scheme.
Overlay Generation: To generate an overlay, we consider 10 ISPs and evenly divide
all peers among them. We quantify the level of overlay localization as the fraction of
all the incoming (or outgoing) connections for all peers in an ISP that are connected
to other local peers in the same ISP [10]. For example, 100% overlay localization
implies that the number of incoming external connections for each ISP is equal to
in-degree of high bandwidth peers (i.e., the minimum incoming bandwidth to receive
a full quality stream). At the other extreme, a randomly connected overlay has the
lowest level of localization. The level of localization determines the number of external connections for peers in each ISP. We select random half-edges of a random
set of peers (i.e., one external half-edge per peer) in each ISP to determine external
half-edges for that ISP. All the remaining internal half-edges of peers in each ISP
are randomly paired to form internal connections for that ISP. Similarly, the external
half-edges of all ISPs are randomly connected to each other and to the source to form
the inter-ISP connections in the overlay.
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Fig. 9 Effect of overlay localization on packet availability at level 2 and level 3 (with NPRare scheduling
scheme)

Figure 8(a) depicts the distribution of the delivered quality to high bandwidth
peers in an overlay with various level of localization including a randomly connected
overlay (labeled as ‘Rand‘). This figure suggests that while small level of localization
has a negligible effect on the delivered quality, increasing overlay localization beyond
20% significantly degrades the delivered quality to individual peers. To investigate the
underlying reasons for the poor performance of content delivery over very localized
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overlays, we examine the average diffusion rate and 95th percentile diffusion time for
the top three levels of the overlay as a function of overlay localization that are shown
in Figures 8(b) and 8(c), respectively. These results indicate that all levels have a
sufficiently high diffusion rate and low diffusion time (similar to the random overlay)
that is not affected by the level of overlay localization. Figures 9(a) and 9(b) depict the
packet availability for peers in level 2 and level 3 as we change the level of overlay
localization, respectively. These figures demonstrate that peers have proper visible
horizon at each level but increasing the level of localization reduces the available
content in the left sub-windows which in turn adversely affects the performance of the
swarming phase and thus the delivered quality to most peers in the overlay. This raises
the following question: ”why is packet availability in left sub-windows low despite
the proper diffusion rate and diffusion time for all levels?” A closer examination
of available packets to individual peers revealed that as the overlay becomes more
localized, a larger fraction of swarming parents for individual peers is likely to be
located on the same diffusion subtree. This increases the overlap in the available
packets in the left sub-windows of swarming parents and decreases the total available
packets to individual peers. To maximize the delivered quality to individual peers,
one needs to either carefully change overlay connectivity to add more connections
among diffusion subtrees [6] or use an overlay-ware scheduling scheme [10].
6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a new methodology for performance evaluation of SPS
mechanisms. Leveraging the organized view of an overlay coupled with the notion
of two-phase content delivery in SPS mechanisms, we defined a set of metrics that
collectively capture the behavior of each phase of content delivery and thus can be
viewed as its signature. We illustrated the ability of our methodology to reveal the
performance bottleneck(s) of a given SPS mechanism by conducting two detailed
case studies: the performance evaluation of several packet scheduling schemes and
the examination of the role of overlay localization on the performance of SPS mechanisms. Our case studies also offer a valuable insight in the behavior of targeted SPS
mechanisms. Our methodology provides a unified framework for comparing different
SPS mechanisms and shed an insightful light on their design.
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